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Digital Shower
The U by Moen shower is a Wi-Fi/
cloud-based digital shower that offers 
mobile connectivity and personaliza-
tion that provides the user with many 
ways to create the ideal showering 
experience with the push of a but-
ton. The shower includes a digital 
valve that Moen notes offers precise 
thermostatic temperature control and 
enables the user to connect up to four 
shower devices. The shower controller 
features a 5” non-touch LCD screen 
that provides feedback on the show-
er status through on-screen messag-
ing and notifications. For user safety, 
the shower valve allows tempera-
tures between 60° and 120° F. Moen. 
www.moen.com

Food-waste disposer
InSinkErator’s new line of Fresh Kitchen food-waste disposers builds on the company’s Evolu-
tion Series platform, is fitted with a colorful backpack and features a 3/4 HP engine to power 
through tough foods as well as a Multigrind system that creates finer particles. The disposer 
dispenses a refreshing agent that neutralizes odors and leaves behind a light fragrance of 
lemon, lime or orange. InSinkErator. www.insinkerator.com

Foot-controlled faucet
GROHE’s LadyLux FootControl kitchen faucet allows the user 
to operate the faucet without using their hands. The user taps 
the kitchen base unit with their foot to start the flow and taps 
it again to stop, leaving hands free for other tasks. GROHE. 
www.grohe.com

Hand-held showerhead
Isenberg’s new WaterFlow Collection, a new line of hand-held showers, 
brings an added sense of luxury and relaxation to the bathroom. The 
unit’s ergo dynamic design fits in hand and the unit has a whisper-quiet 
operation. The WaterFlo is adjustable to suit individual preferences. The 
shower has a foam flow and multifunction sprayers with smooth water 
delivery. WaterFlo hand showers offer a 2-gpm flow rate and meet 
WaterSense criteria. Isenberg. www.isenbergfaucets.com

Product Focus: 
KBIS & Builders’ Show Products

Copper sink
The Palla sink from Thompson Traders is hand-hammered 
with a coppersmith dedicating hours, days and sometimes 
weeks to create a one-of-a-kind sink. The Palla comes in 
a 13 3/8” by 4 9/16” by 5” setup. Thompson Traders. 
www.thompsontraders.com




